
PREFACE.
The texts here presented were obtained during the summer of

1925 for the National Museum of Canada (Department of Mines),

Ottawa, Canada. Thirty-six of the texts obtained on this trip have
appeared as Bulletin Number 60 of the National Museum, under
the title, Sacred Stories of the Sweet Orass Cree (Ottawa, 1930).

The collectionnow before the reader consists of forty-six texts obtain-

ed by dictation during a five weeks' stay on Sweet Grass Reserve
(Battleford Agency, Saskatchewan); the texts published in the
above-mentioned Bulletin were obtained at the same time and from
the same informants.

I have grouped the texts under four heads : Life and Worship

;

the Past; the Powers Around Us; Sacred Stories. This last group
consists of texts which the Cree designate as dtayohkdwin; they
are stories about the cannibalistic ancestors of the present-day an-

imals and about the Trickster-Dupe ("Culture Hero"). These two
themes are in part merged, and European fairy-tales seem to be
classed with them. To this group belong the texts in the Bulletin.

The first three groups are "discourses" or "narratives," atsimowin.

The symbols used are:

a short, low vowel, usually like the vowel of German nass,

but varying occasionally forward, through the vowel of

French patte, all the way to that of English pet; or
backward, all the way to the vowel of American English
son.

a long, low vowel, as in English father, but tending in the
direction of the vowel in American English saw.

a long, mid front vowel, as in German Tee.

h as in English hand\ initially and finally it is not a dis-

tinctive sound, but it is distinctive in other positions,

e. g. before p, t, ts, k.

i short, high front vowel, as in English pin, varying all

the way to the type of French fini.

i long, high front vowel, as in German ihn, French rive.

k unvoiced velar stop, as in English kill, cow, but usually
unaspirated, as in English, skill, French cou. Within the
word, after a vowel it is often voiced, hence like the
initial of English go.

m voiced bilabial nasal, as in English man.
n voiced postdental nasal, as in French nid.
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6 long, mid back vowel, rounded, as in German so, French
chose; but often over-rounded, varying all the way to a
high vowel, as in German tut, French rouge.

p unvoiced bilabial stop, as in English spin, French patte.

s unvoiced sibilant, varying all the way from the normal
sibilant, as in English see, to the abnormal, as in English
she.

t unvoiced postdental stop, as in French tout.

ts africate of unvoiced postdental stop plus sibilant, varying
all the way from the final of English oats to the sound in

English church.

u short, high back vowel, rounded, varying all the way
from that in English put to that in French cou.

w unsyllabic u, as in English well,

y unsyllabic i, as in English yes.
*> glottal stop, only in the word aha?: "ye8*"

For other symbols used in the footnotes, see Language I, 130ff.

A sketch of the non-distinctive features of pronunciation is given
in the above-cited Bulletin; the chief grammatical peculiarities of

the language are outlined in Atti del XXII Congresso Internationale

degli Americanisti (Rome, 1928) II, 427ff.

Of the principal informants who dictated these texts I have told

in the Introduction to the Bulletin; they, as well as the other
informants represented here, are older members of the band. All
of them dictated too fast, especially when the story grew exciting;
what with this and with my poor knowledge of the tongue, the
texts are often imperfect. The meaning of some passages remains
closed to me; the only person I met who could translate unusual
expressions into English (Mr. Baptiste Pooyak) had little time to
help me.

I owe thanks to the Sweet Grass people, who were unfailingly
patient and kind in their dealings with me, and to the very able
Farm Instructor, Mr. Matthew Layton and to Mrs. Layton; also

to the Agency staff at Battleford, Mr. Macdonald, Dr. Norquay,
and Mr. Smith; and to Father Lacombe.
Thanks are due to the Canadian National Museum and to the

Indian Department for making this work possible and for rendering
much courteous assistance.

The gathering and the publication of these texts are due in great
measure to the genius and devotion of the Editor, Professor Franz
Boas. L. B.
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